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bio
Bharti Kher studied at Middlesex Polytechnic, London, and received her BA in 
Fine Art Painting with honours from New Castle Polytechnic in 1991. Her work has 
been displayed in numerous group as well as solo exhibitions. Solo exhibitions 
include: Arnolfini, Bristol; IMMA Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin; Museum 
Frieder Burda, Berlin; Freud Museum, London; Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai; 
Parasol Unit Foundation, London; and Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, Boston. 
Group exhibitions include: the British Museum, London; Columbia Museum of Art, 
Columbia (SC); Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, Wolfsburg; The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York; Guggenheim Abu Dhabi, Abu Dhabi; UCCA Ullens Center for 
Contemporary Art, Bejing; 20th Biennale of Sydney; and the 2nd Kochi-Muziris 
Biennale, Kochi.

Kher is the recipient of the Chevalier dans l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (Knight of 
the Order of Arts and Letters), 2015, established by the French Ministry of Culture.

Spotlight

“For anyone familiar with Bharti Kher’s oeuvre, this work comes as a surprise. They sit there — eyes closed, 
hands on their thighs, feet on the floor. There is no allusion to a presence. No sari that has been undraped. 
No shoes that have been stepped out of. They are here with us in this moment. […] They are not poised 
to pounce, they do not strike warrior poses. They are grounded. The title of the work does not invite the 
imagination to roam. Instead it centres it. With ‘Six Women’ we are in a brave, new space with Bharti Kher. 
She has been headed here from the start.” 

From: Prerna Singh, ‘A Journey in Energy’ in Bharti Kher, Matter, 2016. 

In pursuit of the women who would hopefully agree to sit for her, Bharti Kher had to travel to Kolkata, where 
she met the prostitutes in the infamous red-light district of Sonagachi. Choosing the women amongst 
12 potential sitters, she invited them to her New Delhi-based studio for the process of casting. Whereas the 
nude — a trope of visual art that focuses on the unclothed human figure — is an enduring tradition in Western 
art and art education, Kher recalls her nervousness and social awkwardness when being confronted with the 
prostitutes in her own studio. 

The ambiguity of being the one who offers them money for the exchange of bodily experience — a 
transaction that has been a male prerogative since the historically traceable beginnings of prostitution itself 
— caused Kher discomfiture. It also brings into question the role the prostitute and courtesan played in 
artistic representations in the history of art and literature, with male artists and writers tending to idealise and 
celebrate her as non-conforming muse.  

Kher is not aiming at a social commentary when it comes to the ambiguous and exploitative role women, who 
accept money for the exchange of sexual pleasure, played through the centuries, nor is it the formal act of 
sculpting that is paramount to her. Rather is it the painstaking process of casting in the course of which the 
awareness of the women of how they inhabit their own body crystallises into a state of introspective alert and 
silent containment, culminating in their gentle surrender. Kher describes casting as a “strange and cathartic 
process”, whose intimacy entails the absolute calm and complete trust of the sitter, not least because 
her head too is encased in plaster — a challenging moment for the model as well as the artist. Says Kher:

“When you caress the skin and rub the plaster gently over and over so all the pores and creases are etched 
and filled with plaster, it’s like encasing and mummifying a living being. You are trying to capture their breath, 
to find the imprint of their mind and thoughts, and the secrets of the soul... What the cast carries, only the 

model can give....”

If ‘catharsis’ means the ‘sympathetic identification’ of the artist with the sitter through which her own strong 
emotions are released, then there is a humanising effect in Kher’s work. Closing the chasm of separation, 
she transcends the categorical divide between artist and sex worker, removing the stigma of the latter. In this 
sense, Kher’s philosophical inquiry at the start of the casting, “If the body can carry the memories of other 
bodies as well, what does it mean?”, seems to be genuinely and emphatically resolved.
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